
 
Safe Seed and Plant Pledge  
for Victoria Seedy Saturday 

 
The goal of our Seedy Saturday is to promote local ecologically grown seed and plants 
and to support local seed producers and growers. The people coming to our event 
expect all the seeds and plants at the event to be GMO free, safe for our environment, 
grown out by the vendor or at least clearly indicated if not grown by the vendor, and 
clearly labeled if a potentially invasive species.  
 
Vendors wishing to sell others' seeds must first have permission from the Organizer 
before completing a vendor application. 
 
NOTE: If a vendor is found making fraudulent claims regarding this Seed Pledge the 
vendor will immediately be asked to cease sales and take down their exhibit. Their 
exhibit fee will not be refunded. The vendor will not be invited to participate at next 
year's Victoria Seedy Saturday but may reapply the following year if the vendor 
provides sufficient assurance that their growing and/or sourcing practices have 
improved. 
 
GROWER/VENDOR STATEMENT for Victoria Seedy Saturday 
Each vendor selling seeds and plants confirms that:  
 
You are not knowingly selling GMO seed or plants or bulbs. I AGREE ___ 
 
The seeds/plants you are selling have been grown out by you or your designate, either 
on your property or an offsite location that you have approved. I AGREE ___ 
  
Any seeds/plants grown by another grower for which you have an exchange 
arrangement in place, and you identify this detail in your respective catalogues or at 
your exhibit. I AGREE ___ 
 
Any seeds/plants grown by farmer/s you do not know are clearly identified as such at 
on the seed package, in your signage, and in your respective catalogues at your 
exhibit. I AGREE ___ 
 
Any seeds/plants you sell that are considered potentially Invasive are labeled clearly as 
such on the seed package. I AGREE ___ 

 

Signed _______________________________________________________________ 

 
Print Name __________________________________________  Date_____________ 

 

Please return this page to info@victoriaseedysaturday.ca or include with your exhibitor 
application. 


